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It’s a term we like to use when referring to our Interstate 19 touring coaches.

When you select the Airstream Interstate you’re choosing a vehicle where  

best-in-class doesn’t require upgrades, add-ons, or extra fees. 

More than 50 best-in-class features come standard in every Interstate. Competing 

coaches either don’t include these features or offer a sub-standard version.

For the kind of comfort and sophistication you deserve when traveling on the 

open road, you won’t find a touring coach like it. Experience the amenities, 

power, and performance that come standard on every Airstream Interstate.

“ R O L L  W I T H  T H E  B E S T ® ”
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I N T E R S TAT E  19

D E S I G N
Airstream’s world-renowned reputation for quality and 

engineering goes into all aspects of the Interstate 19 

design, from the exquisite exterior styling to the artful 

craftsmanship of the Interstate 19 interior.
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Carpeted flooring in touring coaches wears 

down quickly. The Interstate 19’s marine-grade  

flooring will stay fresh and looking new, even 

after miles and miles of use. The pet-friendly, 

easy-to-clean material is also floating on an 

inch and a half of insulated flooring that’s not 

only best-in-class but also the quietest.

Durable Flooring

D E S I G N
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Just because you’re leaving home doesn’t 

mean you have to leave comfort behind. That’s 

the whole belief behind the interior amenities 

of the Airstream Interstate 19. Each Interstate 

touring coach comes with best-in-class Corian®  

countertops and backsplashes. To match the 

countertops, each Interstate also comes with 

Corian® adjustable swivel table that can be 

hidden away when not needed.

The cabinets in the Airstream Interstate 19 are designed and built to stand the test of time. Handcrafted from  

fine wood imported from Italy, the interior has the look of a private jet. The laminate will ensure they’ll never fade.  

The framing uses stamped aluminum rather than the stapled and glued wooden frames used in other coaches.  

Cabinets are also carpet-lined to provide the cabin with a dampening sound barrier. Cabinet struts are solid 

brushed nickel, and outside latches are flush mounted to provide your cabin with a smooth, sleek interior.

Corian® Countertops

High-quality Cabinets

D E S I G N
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Made with durable, luxurious Ultraleather™, 

seating through the coach is stain-resistant 

and easy to clean. Both the driver’s and 

passenger seats have three heat settings and 

offer best-in-class memory foam, so you’ll 

sink right in.

Remote-controlled power shades add a new degree of comfort and ease of use to the Interstate line. 

Cruise through the countryside in privacy and relaxation, as the day shade also blocks UV rays and 

reduces heat from outside. All shades are independently controlled through a master remote. They’re 

water-repellant, easy to clean, and meet all Federal Vehicle Standards.

Power Window Shades

D E S I G N
Luxurious
Ultraleather™ Seating
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In the Interstate 19, you’ll notice best-in-class  

design in every detail. Each of the five 

available palettes is appointed with beautifully 

coordinated colors, finishes, and fabrics. 

Select the look that appeals to your tastes  

for a truly personalized feel inside your 

Interstate 19.

Interior Décor  
Options

Modern Greige

Tommy Bahama®

Formal Black

D E S I G N
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P E R F O R M A N C E
While the interior of the Interstate 19 is all Airstream, the chassis and engine are all Mercedes-Benz®, and our belief  

in “the best or nothing” is evident throughout. Or in this case, maybe it should be “best-in-class or nothing.”
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P E R F O R M A N C E

What good is best-in-class beauty if it’s 

missing best-in-class power? The Airstream 

Interstate 19 leads the way with a standard 

Mercedes 7-speed, 3.0 liter, 188 horsepower 

V6 turbo engine. With 325 ft. lbs. of torque, 

you’ll experience superior performance under  

any conditions. Fast acceleration, unbelievable  

torque, and impressive fuel mileage – on 

top of legendary reliability. So even when 

your adventures take you to the most remote 

locations, you’ll trust the Interstate 19 to take 

you there and back again.

Six-Cylinder
Mercedes-Benz Diesel
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Activate this optional system with the push of a  

button. Experience added stability and control 

with this Mercedes-Benz® system installed, even  

through challenging road and weather conditions,  

as the system combines the Load-Adaptive 

Electronic Stability Program (ESP®) and Electronic  

Traction System (4-ETS). Engage the low setting  

to generate more torque at lower speeds, and the  

high setting to gain traction on slippery roads.

You won’t want to take your hands off the Interstate 19’s’s luxuriously plush perforated leather-wrapped 

steering wheel. And thanks to its multi-function controls, you can operate your Bluetooth® phone and 

dash monitor, plus adjust your stereo settings, without ever having to.

Multi-Function Steering Wheel

Four-wheel Drive

P E R F O R M A N C E
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S A F E T Y
Safety shouldn’t be considered a luxury. That’s why 

advanced safety systems are standard throughout the 

Interstate 19, including many which are best-in-class.
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While you’re likely focused on what’s around 

the next bend, the Interstate 19 makes it easy 

to see what’s behind you, too. A rear vision 

camera, which is nighttime-enhanced, displays  

on a panel where the rearview mirror is normally  

located and features directional lines to make 

backing up even easier. 

Rear View Camera

S A F E T Y
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While the Interstate 19 is surprisingly nimble and 

maneuverable for its size, parking can present 

a challenge at times. That’s why it’s equipped 

with Parktronic front and rear sensors from 

Mercedes-Benz. Visual and auditory warnings 

direct your attention to parking hazards, so you 

can enjoy the Interstate 19’s spacious interior 

without worrying about dents or dings.

Additional Safety Features:

• Blind spot assist

• High beam assist

• Lane keeping assist

• Road hazard kit and flashlight

• First-aid safety kit

• High Performance LED headlights

• Wet wiper system

• LATCH child seat tethers

• Active brake assist

• Active cruise control assist

• Active rear cross traffic assist

• Emergency call assist

• 24/7/365 roadside assistance

Parking Assist

S A F E T Y
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The Airstream Interstate 19 isn’t just one of the safest vehicles on the road, 

it’s the very safest in its class. In addition to the dual front airbags, driver and 

passenger side window airbags greatly reduce the risk of head and facial 

injuries. And thorax airbags provide added protection in the event of a side 

impact. So you’ll feel confident in reaching your location safe and sound.

Mercedes has always believed the best way to survive an accident is by 

avoiding one in the first place. With that in mind, the Interstate’s collision 

prevention assist uses radar to constantly monitor closing speeds between your  

vehicle and the others around it. If the system determines a collision is likely, 

it will calculate and supplement the necessary brake force to slow you down.

Airbags and Safety System

SIDE & REARVIEW CAMERA ASSIST

FRONT AIRBAGS

COLLISION PREVENTION ASSIST

SIDE CURTAIN AIRBAGS

FRONT AIRBAGS

Collision Prevention

S A F E T Y
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A M E N I T I E S
Sometimes it’s the details that matter most. That’s why we haven’t overlooked 

a thing. The Interstate 19 is packed with premium features that anticipate 

every need. They’re amenities that will be appreciated most by those who wish 

to truly travel well.
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A M E N I T I E S

With the push of a button, the Interstate 19’s best-in-class 15’ power awning stretches out to create a comfortable, shady spot where you can lounge. An updated, 

more integrated appearance makes it as beautiful as it is functional, and three support arms hold it sturdily in place. Take in a scenic sunset, then switch on the 

awning’s LED lighting. Its dimmer provides you with just the right level of evening glow. A seismic sensor auto-retracts the awning if the wind kicks up and threatens 

its stability. And when you’re underway, you’ll appreciate its enhanced aerodynamics — exclusive to Airstream.

Aerodynamic Power Awning
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A M E N I T I E S

Other travel coaches require you to toggle 

between views on the in-dash monitor. In the 

Interstate 19, your best-in-class touchscreen 

display grants separate views, simultaneously. 

GPS navigation is available on-screen at 

the same time as your radio controls. All the 

information you need, right in front of you.

Incorporated into the Interstate’s in-dash touchscreen is the easy-to-use MBUX Infotainment system. The system 

is Wi-Fi Internet capable, so you can surf the web while cruising the road. Its Bluetooth® technology lets you stream 

music, and its Garmin® navigation system gives you lane guidance, terrain navigation, 3D maps, and access to a 

directory of RV-related services. Plus, it’s Sirius XM® ready ready and offers hands-free calling. The system can also 

be controlled remotely from your phone, and you can charge your phone wirelessly inside the coach.

Multi-Vision Monitor

MBUX Infotainment System
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A M E N I T I E S

The 19 may be small but it holds the most 

expansive bed you’ll find in any Class B RV. 

The power sofa and side seats convert to 

sleeping space that’s 66” x 73”. One push  

of a button and you’re ready to curl up for  

the night.

Yes, the 19 has a bathroom. And it’s full of smart choices that maximize the space. The showerhead pulls 

double duty as the faucet. The mirror extends and swivels. Shampoo, conditioner, and body wash dispensers 

are built in, as is a retractable clothesline. And there’s even a waterproof cover for your toilet paper.

Largest bed in its class

European-style Wet Bath
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• Aluminum ceiling and trim

• Vinyl w/ Urethan covering on walls and windows

• Adjustable LED lighting

• 250 Watt solar power system

• Pre-wired for satellite system

• Pre-wired with HDMI cables

• Power adjustable heated driver/passenger 
  swivel seats

• LED undercarriage lighting

• Heated windshield

• Push button keyless start

• Powered entry step

• Three exterior color options

• Overhead sunglasses compartment

• Driver & passenger door entry lighting

• USB charging ports

• Extra sleeping space with optional
  cockpit bed

• Cockpit visor vanity mirrors

• Energy Management System

Additional Interior Best-In-Class Amenities:

A M E N I T I E S
Luxury is a feeling, and we’ve built it into every inch of the Interstate. Inside 

the coach is a Truma Combi furnace and water heater that efficiently delivers 

cozy temperatures and perfect showers. If you’re feeling more outdoorsy, use 

the exterior hot & cold shower. And speaking of outdoors, the side and rear 

screen doors let fresh air in while keeping the outdoors out.

When it comes to keeping passengers entertained, each Interstate 19 comes 

with a 24” LED widescreen HDTV. The vehicle also sports an in-motion TV 

antenna, which can be operated via remote. And the multiplex control system 

puts operation of the Interstate’s lighting, technology, and more right at your 

fingertips.

Luxury Features State-of-the-Art Electronics
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The Interstate 19 touring coach matches the precision engineering of Mercedes-Benz 

with the design sensibilities of Airstream. Every inch is designed with comfort, style, 

function, and luxury in mind.

With more than 50 best-in-class features, it’s the finest way to travel, whether you’re 

using it for a long-term adventure or just want to enjoy a weekend road trip.

When you’re ready for a tour of the Interstate 19, contact your Airstream dealer.  

And download the Interstate brochure to have on hand during your shopping process.

“ R O L L  W I T H  T H E  B E S T ® ”

Our Exclusive Partner: Airstream is an exclusive partner of the Mercedes-Benz® Club 
of America and every purchase of a new Airstream Atlas Touring Coach comes with a 
free one-year MBCA membership.

Download Brochure Locate Your Dealer


